
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

An anonymous white room, a few chairs lined up against the wall: a wall 

clock says it is about eleven. 

Isabel, aged 23, eight months pregnant, is in an elevator with Denis, a  

thirthyish boy, with Norma, an eccentric old lady, and a nurse. They 

stand in silence. The elevator keeps moving up. 

Eight months before, Isabel, a restless and dreamy girl, discovers she has got 

pregnant. She is overcome with enthusiasm, but Denis, her fiancé, however  

happy he may look, feels a little frightened by such a drastic change in their 

life, which is not propped up by any true economic security either. Isabel is a 

worker in the local waste disposal company, Denis is a security guard: owing 

to their different shifts they can stay together only for a few hours a day. 

They have been living for years with Hector, an English bulldog, that Norma 

hates. Norma, Isabel’s mother, has a self-centered disposition and an 

extremely fickle character. The first few months of pregnancy are lived by the 

three of them with trepidation and elation. 

The elevator stops. Isabel lets out a sigh, Denis and Norma catch their 

breath. The nurse exits first, making her way along a corridor. 

Isabel undergoes routine medical checks regularly even if her fellow workers 

are uncooperative in switching shifts and the company is reluctant to grant her 

sick leave. Although in the third month of pregnancy her tests show a slight 

anomaly in the callous body of the foetus, the medical staff minimize it, 

implying that in the worst case it might cause the child a delay in developing 

speaking or reading abilities. Isabel feels uncomfortable, she senses that 

something is wrong and never stops asking for more thorough exams. 

But the gynaecologist that has her in care is adamant in not allowing 

amniocentesis, the only exam that would reveal the real state of the foetus, 

judging Isabel too young to undertake the risks of this procedure. 

Only toward the end of the seventh month of pregnancy, after repeated 

postponements, does Isabel obtain the authorization. 



The nurse keeps walking at a brisk pace down a corridor; the three 

follow her silently. The Newborns’ cry resounds from afar. 

Isabel gets a phone call that summons her urgently to the hospital. 

A host of doctors welcomes her to the surgery to deliver a diagnosis that 

sounds like a grim verdict: Progressive Metachromatic Leukodystrophy, a rare 

degenerative pathology that develops after the first year and a half of the 

child’s life, which leads to the gradual loss of all cognitive functions and motor 

skills, toward a semi-vegetative state and eventually to death, which occurs 

after about five years from the emergence of the first symptom. Isabel is 

petrified. Abortion in the eighth month is not allowed by the law. 

The gynaecologist, the same one who has denied her the exam for months, 

unnoticed by his colleagues, passes on to her the number of a private clinic 

abroad she can resort to if she decides to terminate her pregnancy. 

Isabel and Denis find themselves facing a mad race against time. 

The journey and the contingent operation abroad are too expensive for them, 

so the couple sell every valuable item they have at home. Denis undergoes 

overtime shifts, which wear him out, his fellow workers put together a whip-

round to try and give help. Norma, once excluded the hypothesis of trying her 

luck with scratch cards and slot machines, sells her precious TV set, her only 

true companion, and buys the flight tickets, imposing her presence on them. 

Once reached the clinic abroad, Isabel repeats the tests but the new results  

do not show any relevant anomaly, and the lady gynaecologist prospects the 

possibility for the newborn to be a healthy carrier of the disease, an option 

that was nott even taken into consideration  by the gynaecologists back home. 

Thus, the new doctor asks to examine the results of the previous tests, but the 

hospital documentation is incomplete and insufficient to establish with 

certainty the presence of such pathology. 

The clock is ticking, the gynaecologist decides to phone her colleague in the 

presence of Isabel and, putting on speakerphone, she asks him what his 

choice would be if his own wife found herself in the same situation as ‘their’ 

patient. Without hesitation, the doctor answers: immediate abortion. 

Isabel asks for one hour’s time to take a decision, which, in any case, will 

change her life forever. 



The nurse stops in front of a door and quickly leaves the three. 

Isabel hugs her mother and exchanges a long look with Denis, then 
opens the door and enters the room alone. 

An anonymous room: a wall clock says eleven sharp. Isabel sits on one 

of the chairs lined against the wall and from her bag pulls out a snow 

globe, turning it over in her hands. 

She starts visualizing the possibilities lying ahead of her. 

I 
Denis, wearing a doctor’s coat and mask, is in a corner of the delivery room: 

after being admonished for trying to shoot a film, he still leaves his phone on, 

placing it on a shelf to immortalize the event. When Isabel gives birth to Alan, 

he feels dizzy and faints. 

In the years to come, Alan grows perfectly healthy. He is inquisitive, lively and 

strongly attached to Norma, with whom he passes a lot of time. 

On a summer morning, Isabel and Denis’s house is decorated in a festive 

way. On the table there is an enormous cake with a small candle in the shape 

of a six. The voices of several children fill the air while Denis hopelessly tries 

to keep the situation under control. Everybody starts singing «Happy 

Birthday». Isabel lifts Alan to help him blow out the candle, urging him to make 

a wish. The chant reaches the climax, but the candle flame does not go out, 

the voices gradually fade in the distance. Isabel slowly turns her son towards 

her, upset: what she hugs tight in her hands is an expressionless puppet, a 

porcelain doll. Isabel opens her grip and the simulacrum of Alan slips off her 

hands to shatter onto the floor. Reality gains the upper hand. 

The hands of the clock say ten past eleven. Isabel is still in the clinic 

room. On the floor lie the shattered fragments of her snow globe. She 

gets to her feet, makes for the window, opens it and looks outside. 

II 
Norma’s voice rings in Isabel’s living room. Alan holds his favorite book and 

reads page after page aloud. As Norma calls it a miracle, Isabel intervenes 

opening the book at a random page and, giving it back to her son, she asks 

him to resume reading, but at this Alan hesitates. 



Isabel explains to her mother that Alan has learned the book by heart and now 

he is able to fake reading, turning each page at the right time, even imitating 

Denis’s intonation. Despite being only two, he is very clever and precocious. 

But when the first symptom shows up, Isabel realizes that the countdown has 

started. Everything the doctors forecast comes true with cruel precision: 

month after month, Alan’s condition inexorably worsens, he starts having 

difficulties in moving, problems in breathing, his sight starts to fail, he gets 

less and less articulate. 

Isabel tries hard to soothe away his sufferings. All that she is left with 

reminding of him is a series of videos on her cell phone. Norma conceals her 

desperation behind an overly caring attitude, while Denis thinks up clever 

devices to let his son have every kind of amusement. 

After a few years Alan is confined to his bed, blind and motionless. 

Norma keeps presenting him soft toys, filling up his room with them; Denis 

falls into the deepest depression, which is the cause for his finding himself in 

tears in Alan’s room and aiming a loaded gun at his son. Mulling over an 

extreme act, which, however, he will never have the nerve to carry out. 

More and more, does Isabel take refuge in an imaginary universe inside the 

snow globe, where she plays with Alan on a landscape covered in eternal 

snow. But when it is time to go back to reality, outside that perfect world 

suspended in time, Alan always asks: Why? 

On a summer morning, Isabel and Denis’s house is decorated as for a party. 

On the table there is an enormous cake with a small candle in the shape of a 

six. Hector wanders around the room with a cone-shaped hat on his head, 

letting out muffled yelps. Nobody is in the house, everywhere is silence. 

Alan’s bed is empty. The party has never begun. 

Isabel is still in the clinic room. The wall clock says half past eleven. 
She closes the window and sits again, but on a different chair than 

before. She places a hand on her belly to feel the heartbeat of the foetus. 

She gets up again, as if about to leave. 



III 
Lying on a small bed inside the surgery, Isabel asks not to see the screen in 

front of her. On the screen is the grainy image of a big needle that penetrates 

the womb to artificially stop the heart of the foetus. 

After the operation, the lady doctor hurriedly signs a few documents, getting 

Isabel moved to the maternity ward. 

Isabel goes through corridors filled with garlands and colorful balloons. 

In the room where she is hospitalized the other beds are all empty. 

A nurse gives her some pills and leaves her. 

Unlike natural labor, the induced one does not imply any type of muscle 

relaxation, just contractions of growing intensity. 

Isabel drops into an ordeal that lasts over fifty hours, during which 

hallucinations and distortions keep overlapping with reality. 

A garbage truck floods the room with waste, among which Isabel catches 

sight of a newborn that falls and ends up being engulfed by the mountain of 

debris. Isabel gets out of bed and struggles to dig a passage; she starts 

tearing off her clothes, until, naked and exhausted, she loses consciousness 

in the tunnel, while the newborn’s cry ceases. 

When the foetus is expelled the silence sounds unreal. Only one day is 

missing to reach the age that would grant it a regular burial. 

He will be processed by the clinic as biologic waste. 

Isabel closes her eyes, to no avail do Denis and Norma try to protest: their 

voices overlap, till they become an undecipherable hum. 

Isabel opens her eyes again. 

The newborns’ cry resounds from outside the door. The hands of the 

clock click when overlapping to sign midday sharp. 

One hour has gone by. The room in the clinic is filled with a glaring 
whiteness in which all outlines fade away. 

Isabel opens the door, exits onto the corridor, which shines with a 

blinding light, and disappears bringing her decision with her.


